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All rings we consider are commutative Noetherian with identity and all 
modules finitely generated. Let R be a ring. For a finitely generated R- 
module M we define p(M) to be the smallest number of elements in M that 
can generate The conormal bundle of an ideal I in R is the group B/I’ 
viewed as an I-module. It is a well-known fact that 
l4W) <P(I) <P(W) + 1. 
Attaining the equality with the lower bound has been the content of many 
papers in the literature. This depends very much on the types of rings and 
the nature of ideals therein. 
In this paper we prove the following variation of the author’s previous 
result 19: Theorem 2.21. 
THEOREM. Let A = k[ [XI )...) X,]] be the power series ring cur afield k. 
Let fE m - m2, where wz is the maximal idea2 ofA4. Let R = A,[T, ,.L~, T,;. 
Preen for alz ideal I in R with ht(1) > min{d - 1, ni and p(I/I*) > dim@) + 2, 
Pm = ,wI”>. 
In [9] we proved this when R is a polynomial ring over A itself. Our 
methods are via projective modules. Under the hypothesis in the theorem we 
map a projective R-module of rank equal to ~(1/1*) onto I. e then show 
that all finitely generated projective R-modules are free (Theorem 4) and that 
takes care of the theorem. 
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PROOF OF THE RESULT 
We first collect some facts. Let R be a ring and R, be a subring of R. Let 
h # 0 be an element in R r such that h is a non-zero divisor in R. We shall 
say that R, c R is an analytic isomorphism along h if R,/(h) ‘v R/(h) or 
equivalently R = R1 + hR with hR n R, = hR 1. We shall use whichever of 
these formulations is convenient. It follows easily that if R, c R is an 
analytic isomorphism along h, then R, c R is an analytic isomorphism along 
h” for any positive integer n. The following proposition is in order. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R, be a subring of a ring R. If I is an ideal in R let 
I1 = I n R,. Suppose there is an element h in I, such that R, c R is an 
analytic isomorphism along h. Then 
(1) R,lI, -R/L 
(2) I=I,R, 
(3) Pw:) = PWZ). 
Hence ,a(I1) = ,@,/I:) * ,a(I) = &/I’). 
ProoJ: See 19, Proposition 1.31. 
We shall use the following theorem, which is essentially due to Mohan 
Kumar [7] and the proof can be found in [2, Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 2. Let R = A [T, ,..., T,,] be a polynomial ring over a ring A. 
Suppose I is an ideal in R which contains a polynomial manic in one of the 
variables. If ,u(I/I’) > dim(I) + 2, then I is the homomorphic image of a 
projective R-module P of rank equal to ,a(I/12). 
We now prove 
THEOREM 3. Let A = k[ [X, ,..., X,] ] be a formal power series ring over a 
field k. Let f E 2 ,+22--m, where m is the maximal of A. Let 
R = A [f-l, T, ,..., T,,] = AJT, ,..., T,,] be a polynomial ring over A,. Let I be 
an ideal in R. If ht(I) > min{d - 1, n} and ,u(I/I’) > dim(I) + 2, then ,u(I) = 
N/I*). 
Proof Since f E m - WZ* we can assume that f is a power series variable 
forA,sayf=X,.LetB=Af=AIX-‘].ThenR=B[T, ,..., T,]. 
Suppose min{d- l,n}=d- 1. Then ht(I) > d - 1 = dim(B) and 
therefore, possibly after a change of polynomial variables, we can assume 
that I contains a polynomial manic in one of the variables [ 11. By 
Theorem 2, I is the homomorphic image of a projective R-module P of rank 
equal to p(I/I*). 
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Now suppose that min{d- 1, n} = 12. Then ht(ILV) > n t 1. It follows that 
In B # (0). If 0 # g E I C? B, multiply g by a suitable 
assume that g E 1n A. The element X, is a unit in 
may suppose that g is not divisible by X, : g = g, 
power series in the variables X2,..., X, only. By [3, pp. 153, Lemma 5.8], 
after a change of variables involving XzR...) Xd only, we may as 
g(R %.., X,> # 0. The Weierstrass preparation theorem [3] im 
ere u is a unit in A and h is a Weierstrass polynomiai in 
A 1 = k[ IX, ).~.) Xd-,]][X,]. As a consequence of the Weierstrass division 
theorem [3] we obtain that A&4, -A/M, i.e., A 2 CA is an analytic 
~somorphism along h. It follows easily that RI c 
isomorp m along h, where R, = A, [X;l, T, ,..., ;“,I 
h EI,. Proposition 1, the problem has been re 
N-B,) = PWG>- 
Now we observe that 
R, =A,[X;‘, Tl,..., T,] 
= k[ [X, )...) xd~Ill[xdl[x;l~ T1Y.3 T,] 
= k[ [X, )...) xd&lll[xlll[xd, Ti,‘.., T,l. 
The ideal I, in R, contains the polynomial h manic in one of the variables 
viz. x,. y Theorem 2, there is a projective RI-module P of rank equal to 
,~(1,/1:) mapping onto I,. If we know that the projective R- and R ,-modules 
occurring above are free, then that would finish the proof of Theorem 3. In 
Theorem 4 we show that indeed all finitely generated projective modules are 
free over a ring R of the type above. 
A THEOREM ABOUT PROJECTIVE 
THEOREM 4. Let A = k[ [X, ,..., X,]] be a power series ring over afield k. 
Let fE ~-HZ*, where m is the maximal ideai of A. Then all finitely 
generated projective modules over R = A,[ T, ,..., Tn] are free. 
Remark. Roitman [lo] proved a lovely result which says that if all 
projective modules over any polynomial ring R = A[T, )..‘, T,] are extended 
from A, then all projective R,-modules are extended from A, for any 
multiplicative set S in A. By Lindel [5] or Mohan Kumar [8] we know that 
finitely generated projective modules over k[ [Xi ,.+., X,]] [T, 9..., T,] are free 
and hence extended from A = k[ [X, ,..., X,]]. Therefore we can conclude that 
in Theorem 4 finitely generated projective R-modules are extended from A,. 
So Theorem 4 becomes equivalent to 
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THEOREM 4'. Let A = k[ [X, ,..., X,]] be a power series ring over a field 
k. Let f E m - m2, where m is the maximal ideal of A. Then all finitely 
generated projective Afmodules are free. 
We shall prove Therem 4’. For this, Lemma 5, which is essentially due to 
Lindel [4], plays the crucial role. The proof we give here was possible with 
the help of Manuel Ojanguran in the summer of 1980. 
LEMMA 5. Let B c A be an analytic isomorphism along some element h 
in B such that h is a non-zero divisor in A. Let M be a projective A-module 
such that M,, N A,, &,, N, where N is a projective B,-module. Then there is a 
projective B-module P such that MN P Be A and P, EN. 
Remark. It is convenient to interpret Lemma 5 as a “patching theorem” 
for the Cartesian diagram 
B-B,, 
I I- 
A --+A, 
(*I 
Proof. Let 4 : M, 3 A, &,, N. Define 
P={(x,y)EMxNI#(x/l)=lOy}. 
Let u : P, + N be the map induced by the projection M x N + N. Then, for 
any n E N, $-‘(1 0 n) = m/h’ for some m E M and some integer r. Hence 
(m, h’n)E P, p= h-‘(m, h’n)E P, and o(p)=n. This shows that rs is 
surjective. On the other hand, if (m, n)/h’ E Ker r~, then n = 0 and therefore 
#(m/l) = 0. Since M is projective over A and by assumption h is not a zero- 
divisor in A, M-+ Mh is injective. Hence m = 0 and this shows that c is 
injective. 
We now show that P is a finitely generated B-module. Let M’ and N’ be, 
respectively, an A-module and a B,-module such that MOM’ N A’ and 
NON’-B;. Then (cf. [6, Lemma 2.61) if M” =M’ @AS and 
N”=N’@B;, there is an isomorphism w : Mi 2 A og N” of Ah-modules. 
Clearly P is a direct factor of 
and hence, replacing P by Q, we may assume that M and N are free of rank, 
say, r. We can chose a basis e ,,..., e, of N such that #-‘(l @ei)=eiEM. 
Then, for some natural integer p, hPMc 2 Asi. Let (m, n) E P, 
hPm =CA,.s, and n = biei, where a, ,..., a,EA and b, ,..., b,E B,. From 
#(hPm) = 1 @ hPn we get C a, @ e, = C hPbi 0 e, and therefore ai = hPbi. 
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Since (*) is Cartesian, this implies hPbi E B. 
P’n) = kP C hPbi(ei, EJ, showing that P c tFP 
P is finitely generated, because B is Noetherian. 
rice (m, n) = h -“( 
(ei, pi). This prove 
Let now r : A Be P-+M be the map induced by the projection 
M x M-t M. We first notice that z,, is an isomorphism: in fact, in the 
commutative diagram 
A,gf’ ‘h M, 
il I 
m 
AOP,, AA@N 
B 
4 and o are isomorphisms. Let S c A be the multiplicative set of all elements 
of the form 1 + ah. We show that rs is an isomorphism. Since A @P an 
are finitely generated, there will be a g E 5’ such that rg is an isomor~h~sm 
and from Ah + Ag = A it will then follow that r is an isomorphism. Now, 
hS - ‘A is in the radical of S - ‘A, hence all we need to show is that 
f = A/Ah @ z : A/Ah @ P = P/hP --f M/hit4 is an isomorphism. Let 
4(m) = C a, 0 xii, ni E N andp an integer such that #-“(hPni) = mi E 
easily seen that B/Bh’ 2 A/Ah’ for any r, hence we can write cli = bi + 
hPtlai, bi E B. Then m = #-‘(C a, @ ni) = qk’(C bi @ ia,) t hm’, m’ E 
and #(M - hm’) = 1 @ C b,ni, i.e., (m - hm’, JJ b,n,) E P. Tkiis shows tha 
is surjective. On the other hand, if t(m, n) E hM, then m = hm’; m’ E 
(m’, n/h) E P, i.e., (m, n) E hP. This shows that ?! is injective. 
Finally, what remains to be proved is that P is a projective 
first note that P, is a projective B,-module. Therefore: for 
projective, it is sufficient to show that P, is a projective B,-module for some 
g in B such that (ke, g) = 23, For this, we set 5’ = 1 i hB. Let Bs and A”, 
denote the completions with respect to the ideals generated by h in 
A, ) respectively. Then l?s is a faithfully flat extension of B,: as h lies in the 
Jacobson radical of 3,. Moreover, we observe that gs = A, because B, c A, 
is an analytic isomorphism along h. Since P, Oe,As is a projective A,- 
module (in fact Pas A is A-projective), we 
P, OB,AS @n,a, = P, aB, A, QAs l?, N P, Be, 8, is a projecti 
odule. As B, is faithfully flat over B,, we obtain th.at P, is a proje 
module, Wow the existence of g with the desired property is obvious. 
We now come to the 
~~~O~~~Theorern 4’. As f E 4% - ,m2 we may suppose that f is one of the 
Xi’s. Say f= X, . Now we proceed by induction on d. If d = I, then 
a field and we are through. Suppose that d > 2. Let P be a finitely generated 
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projective B- (=Af) module. If S =A - (0), then P, is a free module over B, 
(=frac(A)) and so we choose g E S such that P, is a free B,-module. 
Following arguments imilar to those given in the proof of Theorem 3, find a 
Weierstrass polynomial h in A i = k[ [Xi ,..., X,- i]] [X,] such that A i cA is 
an analytic isomorphism along h and P, is a free B,-module. It then follows 
that B, c B is an analytic isomorphism along h, where B, =A l[X;l]. As P, 
is extended from (Bl)* (Ph is free), Lemma 5 gives that P is extended from a 
projective B,-module, say Q. Now B, = A 1 [X;‘] = k[ [X, ,..., Xdp ,]I [Xc ‘1 
[X,] and we can use Roitman’s result to see that projective B,-modules are 
extended from k[ [X, ,..., X,-i]] [Xl ‘1. By induction projective k[ [X, ,..., 
L*ll[x;ll- mo u es d 1 are free. This completes the proof. 
Remark. Observe that f E m - ~2 played a crucial role in the proof of 
Theorem 4’. Let iR be the field of real numbers. Let A = IF? [[X, Y, Z]] and let 
f = X2 + Y2 + Z*. Then the projective module defined by the unimodular 
row [X, Y, Z] over the ring A [f-l] is nor free. 
Proof. If [X, Y, Z] defines a free module, then there are power series.& 
and an n so that 
x Y z 
f2, f22 f23 =f”* 
f31 f32 f33 
Let gii be the truncation ofA? obtained by forgetting all terms of total degree 
more than some fixed N $2n. Then 
det( gij) =f n + @(X3 Y,Z), 
where @ is a polynomial whose terms have total degree between N + 1 and 
2N + 1. Take E 6 1 so that on the sphere of radius E the function det( g;j) 
never vanishes. Then (gij) is an invertible matrix on this sphere with first 
row [X, Y, Z]. Contradiction, because the tangent bundle to the real 2-sphere 
is known to be nontrivial. Hence, [X, Y, Z] cannot define a free module over 
the ring A[f -‘I. 
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